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Pet Product News

EDITORS’ CHOICE
AWARDS 2016

TORUS™ soluble
animal health
supplements

WINNER

TORUS™ 1L
WATER BOWL FOR PETS

• For a proactive approach to immune health, TORUS™ offers an
Immunity formulation that fights free radicals, helping support
the immune system.
• To support and maintain a healthy digestive tract the TORUS™
Probiotic formulation contains 200 million colony-forming units
of live (viable), naturally occurring microorganisms.
• The TORUS™ Joint health formula helps maintain normal healthy
cartilage and joint function.
All of the products are veterinarian-formulated and based on
science to provide essential nutrients for pets.

KORTRIJK XPO (BE)

WINNER

INNOVATION OF THE YEAR
TORUS BOWL

2nd Best Pet Care & Accessory Product,
Anido, Belgium

TORUS™ is a watering system,
portable storage bowl and
supplement dispenser in one!
As seen on

TORUS™ has added a range of soluble
animal health supplements for cats and
dogs for use with the highly popular and
unique TORUS™ watering bowl system
including electrolytes, immune support,
joint health and probiotics
• TORUS™ Electrolyte tablets are specifically formulated to help
maintain normal fluid balance in the blood and tissues.

Retailer Recommended Awards 2016

Testimonials
“A definite upgrade from standard fountains” • “Perfect for home and road trips!”
“Dog loves it, it looks great, no watery mess” • “Five stars!”
“This bowl is fantastic, so easy to clean” • “Absolutely love this product”
“A great bowl, it does everything it says it does” • “My dog’s and cat’s favorite bowl”
“A must have for any loving dog owner” • “A hydrated pup is a happy pup”
“The quality is great and it is durable and heavy”

Media Reviews
A Dog’s Love • Cherry Blossoms: The Blog • Katzenworld’s Blog • Einstein Pets
Petful • Examiner • Fully Feline • Island Cats • MyGBGVLife • Playful Kitty
Cat Chat with Caren & Cody • To Dog with Love • Kristen Levine Pet Living • Sniffery
PetGuide.com • Dogster • Fur Everywhere • Live Wag Bark! • Dakota’s Den

More than just
a water bowl

Other Media
Pet Product News • Pet Age • Pet Business • Pet Insight • PetGazette.com
Modern Dog • Modern Cat • Cruising World • Motor Home Magazine • Trailer Life Magazine

Broadcast Media
KING-TV (Seattle) • WGRZ-TV (Buffalo, NY)
KXTV-TV (Sacramento, CA) • WFAA-TV (Dallas, TX)
and Daytime TV

Heyrex Limited
T +64 4 476 8849
E info@heyrex.com

For use in both 1L and 2L TORUS™
watering bowls

www.toruswaterbowls.com

Distributed in New Zealand, Australia, United Kingdom, Europe, UAE, Japan,
Korea, China, Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Brazil, USA and Canada.

www.toruswaterbowls.com

TORUS™ supplements are manufactured for Heyrex Limited in USA. TORUS™ bowls are designed in New Zealand
and manufactured in China. Heyrex Limited is a member of APPA and NASC. TORUS™ is a trademark of Heyrex Limited
and is Patented, Trademarked, Copywritten and owns all Tooling.

Designed in New Zealand.
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What is TORUS™?

NEW
2L PINK

Why use TORUS™?
Pets need plenty of fresh, clean water
every day to remain healthy

www.toruswaterbowls.com

1. Align the cap arrow with the tap symbol
and lift the cap straight up to remove it.

2. Insert the TORUS™ carbon filter or soluble

animal health supplement by dropping the
cartridge/basket into the place as shown.

Conventional water bowls often contain a small amount of water which
can be further reduced by evaporation or spills leading to your pet being
denied its daily drinking needs. Stagnant water is prone to dirt and dust.
Insufficient water consumption or dirty water can lead to illness.
Watering systems or Fountains provide flowing water but need batteries
or a power source and are expensive and bulky, making portability
very challenging.

TORUS™ is a watering system,
portable storage bowl and supplement
dispenser in one!
TORUS™ watering bowls store up to 2L or ½ gallon of water inside their
reservoir walls, filtering the water as it automatically dispenses. Its large
capacity means less filling and its low profile means less spills or mess.
TORUS™ has lock, fill and drink functions making it ideal for travel.
TORUS™ does not require batteries or a power source and has a
12 month warranty. TORUS™ watering bowls come in two sizes,
2L or ½ gallon, which is ideal for multi-pet homes and larger pets and
a 1L or ¼ gallon, which is perfect for smaller pets. Each bowl comes
with one carbon filter and the range includes replacement filters and
a range of soluble animal health supplements.

The benefits of TORUS™
• 1L and 2L stored
water capacity

• Ergonomic, robust
and durable design

• Auto refills
without batteries

• 12 month warranty

• Filters water as
it dispenses
• Lock function for
portability
• Monthly replacement
filters

TORUS (Latin for ‘hollow circular ring’) stores its water inside the reservoir
walls, ensuring an ample supply of water, protected from dust and
contaminants. Each time your pet takes a drink, replacement water
automatically flows from the storage area into the drinking well. Active
carbon in the replaceable filter reduces flavors and trace elements
commonly presented in municipal water supplies.
Use TORUS™ watering bowls to dispense the TORUS™ soluble animal health
supplements which include Joint, Immunity, Probiotics and Electrolytes.

Hold filter under running
water for 10 seconds.

3. Hold TORUS™ horizontally and fill the

4. Replace the cap by aligning the arrow with

5. To release a flow of water into the

6. To transport your TORUS™, align the cap arrow

reservoir with water through the opening.

the tap symbol and inserting the cap back
into TORUS™.

TORUS™ is exceptionally stable. Low profile geometry and soft rubber feet
help prevent accidental spills by boisterous pets or passers-by. The water
level in the drinking well is always high enough to allow easy drinking,
but low enough to minimize water spills and splashes. The water can even
dispense in moving vehicles.
TORUS™ watering bowls are a go-anywhere bowl that doesn’t require
batteries or power supply. The valve position, when locked, secures stored
water inside the walls so you can take TORUS™ with you wherever you go.

1.

Stored water is contained
inside the TORUS™ walls.

2.

Fresh water is drawn
from the walls through
the carbon filter.

3.

The filtered water flows out
into the drinking well where
it is kept at an optimum level.

drinking well, align the cap arrow with
the ‘flow’ symbol.

with the ‘padlock’ symbol to lock the water
supply within the walls of TORUS™ and prevent
the flow of water into the drinking well.

• Designed in
New Zealand
• Made from BPA-free
food grade material
• Easy Cleaning

Tip. After locking,
remove any remaining
water from the drinking
well. On arrival, turn the
cap to the ‘flow’ symbol.

